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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to study the impact of brand awareness and

social marketing media on Thai consumer brand loyalty for buying new brand of

European automobile. The 157 respondents were the Thai people who have European

automobile or interest in European automobile. Researcher used the questionnaire as

the research tool to distribute the questionnaires to collect the date from the

respondents. The Multiple Regressior was employed for hypothesis testing at 0.05

level of statistically significance. The result were found that brand awareness and

social marketing media impact on Thai consumer brand loyalty for buying new brand

of European automobile.

Keywords: brand loyalty, brand muareness, saciol marketing media, European

automobile
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale and Problem Statement

From year 2012 to 2073, there was large amount of sales to a distinctly greater

extent or degree than is cofirmon because of automobile tax reduces policy by

government. So when we look normal average number from20l4 to 2017, these is

around 70,000 automobile was sold by month and at least 50,000 automobile was sold

in every month.
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Figure 1.1 : Monthly Automobile Sale from 20l2lJan to 2017 I Aug
Source:TRADINGECONOMICS.(2A1T. Thailand Total Vehicles Sales. Retrieved

fromhttps:lltradingeconomics.com/thailandltotal-vehicle-sa1es

From this data, it could say that automobile business in Thailand is big market

and automobile is daily necessities for Thai people. However, the Japanese

automobiles have still dominated automobile industry in Thailand. Recently, the

famous brand of European automobile became entering Thai market. But it was found

that Thai customer have still made decision to buy Japanese automobile repeatedly.

So it will be useful to understand automobile market and each strategy for analyses of



what should be the strategic gateways for European automobiles to compete with

Japanese automobile.

Regarding the market share of automobile in Thailand, it is remarkable and

clear that Japanese automobile is monopolizingin Thailand automobile market.

Especially TOYOTA is leading top brand as having one quarter of total market share.

For the second leading brand, it is ISUZU as l8.6Yo of total market share. And for the

third leading brand, it is HOND A as 160/o of total market share. When we focus on

only European brand, the top leading brand is FORD just as 6.57o of total market

share. Follow by CHEVROLET as 1.8%. And third leading brand is MERCEDES as

having l.60/o of total market share.

Figure l.2:Thailand Domestic Automobile Sale on July2017 The Top12
Source: Toyota Motor Thailand. (2017). Sales Volume July 2017. Retrieved from

https ://www.toyota. co.thlen/sale-
volume.php?car_type:&month_vol:7&year_voL:2017&month_vol2:&y
ear_vol 2:&x:4&y:20

Comparing with 3 year ago, the leading brands have similar situation that

TOYOTA (36%),ISUZU (18%) and HONDA(L2%) is leader of market. And for

European automobile, the leading brand is FORD (4.3ZI),CHEVROLET (3%) and

MERCEDES (1.6%) as shown in figurel.3.
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Figure 1.3: Thailand Domestic Automobile Sale on July2014The Top12
Source: Toyota Motor Thailand. (2017). Sales Volume July 2014. Retrieved from

https : //www.toyota. co. thlen/sale-
volume.php?cartype:&month-vo1:7&year*vol:2014&month-vol-2:&yea
r_vol_2:&x:79&y:24

In consideration, date of market share ranking from 2Al4 b 2A17 , shows

similar ranking and have same balance of market share in each brand. But when we

look for MG, it was gain market share conspicuous. At year of 2012, MG has }Yo of

market share but increase to be 1.5Yo in20l7 .The above date show that automobile

markets share in Thailand is not only for monopolizing by Japanese automobile but

monopolizing as standing stable. As new brand of European automobile view, it is

very hard task for penetrate in this market and they have to have strong market

strategy. Moreover, the Nielsen Global Survey which is global information and

measurement company release report in Apr, 2014. By The Nielsen Global Survey of

automobile demand, 79Yo of Thai customers intend to acquire the automobile within

the next two year. And automobile owners in Thailand were more inclined than any

other nation globally to view their automobile as a status syrnbol (79%). (The nielsen

company,2017)

These date confirm that the demand of automobile in Thailand is hard to

eliminate and as the new brand of European automobile, it still have possibility to



enter in this market with using strategy in new era. The Japanese automobile brand,

succeed to make cost performance in Thai market. Even automobile is status symbol

for Thai people, purchasing an automobile requires a lot of money. When we look

product of market leader, TOYOTA has cheapest product at THB 469,000. European

market leader such as FORD tries to enter as cheap product too. But it is still THB

644,000 and has differentiation as THB 175,000. As Thai people have many middle

class people more than high class people, market strategy to provide low cost is the

big reason to attract Thai people and matching with Thai market. When we look at

price of MG product which is new enter ants in Thai market, price of their automobile

provide low cost too. It is THB 479,000 and it is similar cost with TOYOTA. The

succeed reason for MG in Thai market is low cost leadership in European automobile

competitor so low cost is one of necessary factor to enter in Thai market.

The reason of Japanese automobile has large share market in Thailand is not

only cost for automobile but fuel consumption too. As Japanese automobile win

awards and accolades for fuel consumption, Japanese automobile have characteristic

of economic automobile. It has historical back ground that cost of fuel in japan is

more expensive than Euro so Japanese had to produce automobile with low fuel

consumption. For the more, Japanese automobile try to promote them self by green

environment and develop technology for hybrid system.

In another hand, European automobile is famous by their luxury. Both interior

and exterior is tough and made by luxury designed. As market target for European

automobile was wealth class people in Thai, it is hard to gain wide market share. But

brand Image is still good and many Thai people desire to have as show their status. If
we focus on desire of product choice in Thai market without price, European

automobile have stronger brand loyalty in Thailand. By Pantip which is social

network for Thai people, it announces uihat brand is desired automobile for Thai

people and Top 10 is ranked by only European automobile.

As known that Japanese automobile is more prosperous than European

automobile in Thai market, many researcher had studied about why Thai people like

Japanese automobile and intend to come back to repurchase Japanese automobile



more than European one. For instance McCarthy (1964), Rafiq and Ahmed (1995),

Bennett (1997), and Palmer (2004) found that many elements of marketing mixes,

such as, product characteristics and design, price m and service after sale would be the

criteria that influencing Thai people's decisions to buy or rebuy the Japanese

automobiles. However, some researcher studies deeply and argued that there may be

another criteria affecting people's decision to buy or rebuy in the future as known as

brand loyalty. Ehrenberg (7997), and Platon and Orzen (2015) explained that brand

awareness and social media marketing can affect customer's brand loyalty.

Regarding this study, it is very interesting to use those criteria for analyzing

the relationship between the brand awareness and social media marketing and brand

loyalty as well. This is because how the is facing about era of social media

communication, many company adapt the social as marketing strategy to create

characteristics consumer's awareness on their product and brand introduction.

Therefore, this study will focus on the impact off brand awareness and social

media marketing on brand loyalty related to European automobile in Thai consumer's

attitude. Not only the companies or dealers of European automobile can know

additional factors that can influence Thai consumer's decision to buy European

automobile, but also they can apply the results of study to develop their strategy to

push the sale volumes of the European automobile competitively in the near future.

1.2 Purpose of Study

The purposes of this present study are demonstrated as foilows:

1. To investigate the customer's attitude toward brand awareness, social

marketing media and brand loyalty

To investigate the impact of brand awareness on brand loyalty

To investigate the relationship between social marketing media and brand

loyalty

2.

a
J.



1.3 Contribution of Study

The findings of this present study can be contributed to the individuals and the

related organizatrons in terms of academic performance and business performance and

business managerial implication as follows:

1. According to business practices, the finds of the resemch can help

business in brand awareness and social marketing media. The benefits that

business organization can take advantages would be brand loyalty.

2. According to the academic performance, the findings of this research can

enhance the knowledge about the new factors brand awaxeness and social

marketing mediathat influence brand loyalty.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE, REVIEW

The researcher has conducted the documentary reviews from the related issues

including the theories and previous researches in order to describe the characteristics

of the research variables, and investigate the relationship among variables. Regarding

this concern, the contents ofquestionnaire, the research hypothesis and the conceptual

framework were generated from this review.

2.1 Independent Variables 1: Brand awareness

Brand awareness is one of important brand marketing strategy for the previous

marketing approach. (McCarthy,1964). But according to social changes as global

marketing and reduction of intemational trade bar:riers, completive of market is higher

than before and it became hard to make ditferentiation only by 4P. Moreover,

consumer tends to be highly involved and become more rational in their purchase

(Dhebar, 1994). So today's marketing approach should be involved customer to

understand their product too.

Sheth and Shah (2003) proposed 4A's concept stating that customers who

intend to purchase should have Acceptance, Affordability, Accessibility and

Awareness. This awareness refers to whether customers are adequately informed

about a product's attributes and benefits in a way that persuades potential buyers to

give the product a try and reminds existing user why they should continue to purchase

a Btoduct. The two dimensions of Awareness are oroduct knowledge andbrund

awareness. The basic idea here is that most potential customers will not buy unless

they have a positive perception of the brand and adequate rnfotmation regarding the

specific product or service.

The decision of a consumer whether to buy a product or not is often dependent

on his/her awareness about that particular brand. Understanding helps in making the



choice easier. When a consumer goes to a market, he will go through the different

brands for a particular product but he will definitely buy the most familiar and

recognizable product. (Bhasin, 201 8)

Moreover, Brand awareness affects the latter through its use as a heuristie for

choice and its influence on perceived quality, ("I've heard of the brand, so it must be

good"). A study of Hoyer and Brown (1990) carried out pioneering research at the

individual decision level by examining the effects of brand awareness on consumer

choice. It examined the impact of brand awareness as a heuristic, as well as exploring

its effect on perceived quality.

However, some scholars explained about the advantages of brand awareness as

follows:

. Brand awareness assumes an important role as it helps to differentiate one

product from the other. It is possible through numerous promotional activities like

advertisements, mouth publicity, sponsorships, events, blogs and print media.

. The higher awareness for a product in the market leads to better sales figures. A

favorable impression will create an awareness that will encourage the customer to buy.

That is why the companies are trying very hard to spread awareness about their

different products amongst the consumers.

. The main advantage of the brand awareness is that the shopper has been able to

connect emotionally with the brand and its values, If a consumer visits a store for a

specific product (for example a mobile phone) then he may come across various

phones of different brands but with the same distinguishing features. It is at this point

that emotional connectivity and familiarity comes into being as the consumer will be

euided by hislher own instincts.( Bhasin, 2018 )

The impact of brand awareness on brand loyalty

The highest level of brand awareness is top of mind awareness. This is when

customers think of you first when they need to make a purchase within your product



category. You can build top of mind awareness tlrrough repeated exposure and

consistent delivery of a good product or service over time. This is a huge advantage in

the market when customers enter a buying situation and your brand immediately

comes to mind first. fNeil, 2018)

This Top of mind awa.reness is totally same as brand loyalty. So it means

creating brand awareness will be creation of brand loyalty as below mechanism.

Tell to friend

Buy product/service

Not tor switch another product/service

BRAND

Create advertisement

PR Campaign/Event

BRAND AWARENESS

Consumer

create "" 
(')

BRAND tOYAtW

Consumer
U nderstand product/service

I nterested product /service

Create value

Figure 2.1:Mechanism of brand awareness create brand loyalty

2.2Independent Yariables 2: Social marketing media

Social media presents potentially seductive opportunities for new forms of

communication and corlmerce between marketers and consumers.

Viral marketing, also known as word-of-mouth (WOM) or "buzzmarketing",

is the tactic of creating a process rvhere interested people can market to each other

(Subramani & Rajagopalan, 2A03).

Social media is also building a business case for driving purchasing behavior

with research by (Deiworldwide, 2008) showing that a majority of consumers

surveyed relied on various types of social media websites as much as company
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websites for product and brand information and that nearly half of those made a

purchase decision based on what they gathered. However, although social media

applications are controlled by users, trend data is not yet conclusive with respect to

who is generating, and accessing information. (Thackeray,Neiger,Hanson and

McKenziem,2008)

Regarding the advantage of social marketing media it was explained as

follows:

. If we are trying to promote a business, social media can be a huge help. For

one thing, your current and potential customers are already there. Facebook alone

has 1.13 billion daily active users, and that's only one of the many platforms you can

use for advertising purposes. ln addition to Facebook, Twitter has 313

million monthly active users, Instagram has 500 million, and Pinterest has about 110

million. Although you don't need to utilize every single platform, creating accounts

on just one or two can give you exposure to millions of people around the world.

. One of the biggest advantages of social media marketing is that it is entirely

free to start. None of the largest platforms have signup fees of any sort, so the only

investment you'll need to make is in the form of time.

That being said, there are paid advertising options on most social media

platforms. These can be a great tool for growing your following and reaching more

users, but are by no means mandatory for businesses.

' Perhaps the most unique advantage of social media is the ability to get help

from your followers. People love to share things with their networks, from photos and

recipes to interesting articles and hot deals.

Unlike other forms of Internet marketing, like your site and paid

advertisements, content on social media is often shared. However wide your reach,

your followers can share with their followers, who then share with their followers,

giving you a wider reach (with lower cost) than atraditional marketing campaign.
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. In addition to increasing the reach of your brand, social media also allows

you to increase brand loyalty. And a study conducted by The Social Habit shows

that 53o of Americans who follow brands on social media are more likely to remain

loyal to those brands.

Social media is more than a sales pitch. Instead, it facilitates two-way

communication that allows you to build meaningful relationships with current and

potential customers. This makes them more confident in their decision to trust your

business, and it encourages them to choose your brand in the future.

. Business can also use social media to gain valuable information about its

customers that will help business make smarter business decisions. For example,

social listening allows business to discover how people feel about the company and

brand. With social listening, business can uncover conversations about its business

and answer questions about its offerings.

What people like about the business and how business can improve their

products and services to better meet the needs of the target audience? Understanding

the answers to these questions can make business stand out from the competition and

reach more people. (WebFX, 2018)

The impact of social marketing media on brand loyalty

As Platon andOrzan (2015) mention, communicated through social media, are

developing mainly the brand awareness, which is the first step, crucial in the process

of building brand. Further, the object of social media marketing communication is to

outline the brand image in the consumer's mind. Using this environment, companies

can then strenglhen the consumer's trust in brands and can stimulate the development

of consumer's attachment towards brands, thus enhancing their loyalty.

Moreover, social media could communicate with customer, research market

reputation, and hear customer reaction of brand as two way cofirmunication; it could

meet or even exceed the consumer's expectations as below mechanism.
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Not for switch another product/service

create ""7r)

Tellto friend

Buy product/service

BRAND LOYALW

Consumer
U ndersta nd product/service

lnterested product /service

. Create value

Feed Back

information 1
Reputation

Facebook

t- rwitter

lnstagram

SOCIAT MARKETING MEDIA

Consumer

Figure 2-2:Mecharusm of social marketing media create brand loyalty

2.3 Dependent Variables: Brand loyalty

In this regards, Oliver (1997) defined brand loyalty as "a deeply held

commitment to rebuy or repertories a preferred product or service consistently in the

future, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having potential to cause

switching behavior".

Thus, general business wisdom implies thatacompany has to focus in some

aspects of its marketing attempts on creating, maintaining, and enhancing customer

loyalty (Dick, 1994). As a result, is can easily be seen that increasing the number of

and maintaining loyal customers is a central factor of corporations' long-tern success.

As the cost of attracting and keeping older customers has been paid before and as they

have become more experienced, providing service to them would be more efficient

(Reichheld,1990). Today's managers have to acquire this understanding that it is

necessa.ry to commit to relationship management; try to establish and preserve long-

term relationships with customers, and consider customer loyalty as the ultimate

objective in their strategy formulation
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2.4 Hypothesis Preposition

According to previous research, we could tell that brand loyalty could lead

business to have several profits. So it is necessiry to build brand loyalty as much as it

could to take those advantages in business as Variable. Moreover, the author

anticipates that brand awareness and social marketing media impact to build loyalty.

The hypothesis that brand awareness and social marketing media is key factor to build

brand loyalty as variables.

In this research, we research and make hypothesis to analyses Thai automobile

market which does brand awareness and social marketing media impact to Thai

consumer brand loyalty for buying new brand of European automobile or not. (As

shown in figure 2.3)

Hypothesis 1: Brand awareness affects brand loyalty of Thai consumer for

buying new brand of European automobile.

Hypothesis 2: Social marketing media af[ects brand loyalty of Thai consumer

for buying new brand of European automobile.

2.5 Conceptual Framework

IMPACT

Brand Awareness

Brand Loyalty

Social Marketing

Media

Figure 2.3:The impact of brand

loyalty

social marketing media on brand

\,

MPACT

4?
awareness and
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CHAPTER3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The present research has applied the technique of quantitative research to

attain the purposes of the study. The questionnaire, which was used as the research

instrument, was constructed by applying the related theories and was approved by the

expertise. The samples of the research were selected from the population which

included the people who had the direct experiences of using or well understanding of

the product/series specified by this study. Moreover, the samples were randomly

selected regarding convenience/ purposive sampling method. The statistical

techniques used for data analysis and interpretation included descriptive and

inferential statistics. The details as mentioned above were described as these

followings

3.1 Research Instrument

Part 1: The close-ended demographic questions consisted of gender, age,

income, occupation, education, and intemet or smartphone usage per day.

Part2: The close-ended questions about brand awareness/ brand loyalty. Consisted of

19 statements and were divided into 5 headings as follows:

Part 3: The close-ended questions about social marketing media / brand loyalty.

Consisted of 7 statements as follows:

Part 4: The close-ended questions about brand loyalty. Consisted of 7 statements as follows:

Regarding from part 2 to part 4, the researcher exercised on the liker's S-point scale

for measuring the statistical mean range for mean interpretation as follows:

Range : Maximum-Minimum

Scale level

:0.80: 5_1

5
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Table 3. 1 : The range of mean interpretation

Range Interpretation
1.00 - 1.80
1.81 - 2.61
2.62 - 3.42
3.43 - 4.23
4.24 - 5.00

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Moderate

Agree
Strongly agree

3.2 Measurement of Instrument

1. Content Validity

The researcher has measured the content validly by considering the comments

of 5 experts specialized in the fields of this study. The statements of questions in the

questionnaire were developed according to those comments.

2. Reliability

The value of Cronbach's alpha coefficient was conducted for measuring the

reliability of the questionnaire. Consequently, the questionnaire would be approved

when the alpha value must be 0.7-1.00. The researcher conducted a pilot kept for this

conceffr by using 40 qualified people who were not in the group of samples of this

study.

Table 1 illustrated that each part of the questionnaire had accepted value of the

Cornbrash's alpha coefficient. The results indicated that the questionnaire had an

acceptable reliability value which was equal to or more than 0.7.

Table 3 .2: The reliability value of each part of the questionnaire.

Statements of each oart Alpha coefficient AcceptedlNot
Brand Awareness .782 Accepted

Social Marketins Media .784 Accepted
Brand Loyalty .764 Accepted

Total value ^830 Accepted
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3,3 Population and Sample

1. Population

Population included the individuals who have European automobile or interest

in European automobile

2. Sample and Sampling Method

The 157 of samples were assigned by using the G*Power method (Cohen,

1977). All of samples who have European automobile or interest in European

automobile were randomly selected form each location according to the

purposive/convenience/quota/stratifred/sampling method(s). The specific locations

where the researcher chose were illustrated in Table 3.3

Table 3.3: The locations of data collection

Locations Quota (n: 157)

Administered questionnaires in Bangkok area
Online channel

23

134

Total t57

Notes: Bangkok areas including researcher neighbor (Mubaan Areeya,
Ramkhamhaengarca)

3.4 Data Analysis

The statistical techniques applied for data analysis were as follows:

1. Descriptive Statistics. It was used for analyzing the following data

2. Demographic data including gender, income, education, background,

occupations, age, and internet or smartphone usage per day would be

measured by using percentage ratio and frequency counting.

3. Respondents' attitudes toward dependent and independent variables of this

study which were measured by using the value of mean and standard deviation

Table 3.4 illustrated the summary of descriptive statistics for data analysis of each

variable.
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Table 3.4: Summary of descriptive statistics for data analysis

Variable Type of Variable Descriptive Statistics
Demographic
Brand Awareness
Social Marketing
Media

Independent
Independent
Independent

Percentage / Frequency
Mean and Standard Deviation
Mean and Standard Deviation

Mean and Standard DeviationBrand Loyalty Dependent

4. Inferential Statistics Multiple Regression technique was used for analyzing the

relationship between independent variables and dependent variable. The

purpose of conducting this relationship analysis was to find out the degree of

influence of the attitude toward brand awareness of European automobile in

Thailand and attitude toward social marketing media of European automobile

in Thailand as independent variables. And attitude toward Brand loyalty of

European automobile in Thailand as on the dependent variable. However, such

relationship was proposed in each hypothesis of this study. Moreover, the

analysis was conducted at 0.05 level of statistical significance.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS

The research findings which derived from data analysis were presented in 4 parts as

follows:

Part 1: Demographic data

Part2 Attitude toward brand awareness of European automobile in Thailand

Part 3: Attitude toward social marketing media of European automobile in
Thailand

Part 4: Attitude toward Brand loyalty of European automobile in Thailand

L Demographic Data

The research findings of this part presented the respondents' personal data

including gender, age, income, education background, and work experience. The

statistical techniques used for data analysis were percentage ratio and frequency

counting. The findings were presented in Table 5 as follows:

Table 4.1: Summary of demographic data (n : 157)

DemosraDhic Date Frequenqf Petcerrt

Gender
Male 94 60

Female 63 40

Total 157 100

Income per month ftah0
Under 15,000 10 6

15,000-30,000 20 13

30,000-45,000 45 29

45,000-60,000 31 20

Over 60,000 51 32

Total 157 100

Education
Lower than Bachelor's 10 6

Bachelor's tt4 73

(Continued)



Hisher than Bachelor's 1n
JJ 21

Total r57 100

Occupation
Business Owner 6 4

Private Business Employee 86 55

Student 21 13

Public Employee 7l 11

Individual Works 11 7

Other 16 10

Total t51 100

Age
Under 20 6 4

20-30 21 13

30-40 82 52

40-50 23 15

50-60 13 8

Over 60 t2 8

Total t57 100

Daily Usage of Intemet or Smartphone
Less than 3 hours l4 9

3hours-5hours
a-)t 24

5hours-1Ohours 74 41

l0hours-15hours l9 t2
More than l5hours 10 6

Missins a
J 2

Total t54 100
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Table 4.1 (Continued): Summary of demographic data (n :757)

Table 4.1 illustrated that most respondents were male (60%), having monthly

income over than 60,000 baht (32%), aging between 30 - 40 yeas (52o/o), education

background were Bachelor's (73%) while occupation was private business employee

(55%). Moreover, it was also found that spending time on internet or smartphones

5hour-10how (47%).

Attitude toward Brand Awareness

The research findings of this part presented the respondents' attitudes toward

Brand Awareness. The values of mean and standard deviation were used for data

analysis of the attitudes. The findings were shown in Table4.2: Part 2 headlines 1:

Product attribution of European automobile. -Part 2 headline 5: Brand recognition as

follows:
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Table 4.2:Meanand standard deviation of attitudes toward Brand Awareness.

Mean Std. Deviation Interpretation
lroduct attribution of European
rutomobile

3.46 1.03 Agree

)ervlce 3.15 0.90 Moderate

Vlarketine Capability 3.00 0.84 Moderate

lerceived qualit\, 3.58 0.83 Agree

lrand recognition 3.46 1.08 Agree

fotal J.JJ 0.94 Moderate

Table4.2 showed that most respondents agreed that Brand Awareness of

European automobile is good enough for Perceived quality (x: 3.58, S.D. : 0.83)

respectively. On the contrary, the respondents disagreed that Marketing Capabihty (t
:3.00, S.D. :0.84)

Attitude toward Social Media Marketing

Table 4.3: Mean and standard deviation of attitudes toward Social Media Marketing

Mean Std. Deviation lntemretation
Jsing social media make you
rnderstand about the reputation
rf European automobile.

3.24 0.90 Moderate

Jsing social media make you
:rust in Eurooean automobile

3.08 0.88 Moderate

Ihe message about European
lutomobile via social media is
;redible

3.23 0.87 Moderate

fhe message about European
rutomobile via social media has

information value
3.18 0.85 Moderate

fhe message about European
rutomobile via social media has

nformation value
3.27 0.92 Moderate

lhe message about European
rutomobile via social media is
rften transmiued to the target
rudience

3.03 0.93 Moderate

fou always trust in social media
:ommunication about the
rdvertisement of European
rutomobile

2.87 1.08 Moderate

fotal 3.13 0.92 Moderate
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Table 4.3 showed that most respondents moderate that Social Media

Marketing should be concem with European automobile (x : 3.13, S.D. : 0.92).

Moreover, respondents believe that message about social European automobile

via social media has information value (I :3.27, S.D. : 0.92).

In contrast, some respondents disagree in trustworthy of social media

communication about the advertisement of European automobile. (x:2.87, S.D. :

1.08).

Attitude toward Brand Loyalty

Table 4.4: Mean and standard deviation of attitudes toward Brand Loyalty

Table 4.4 showed that most respondents didn't have brand loyalty with

European automobile (x :3.00, S.D. : 1.14)

Mean Std. Deviation lntemretation
Vou always prefer buying European
rutomobile

3.09 t.23 Moderate

When you think about an automobile,
gou will recognize about European
rutomobile.

3.25 1.01 Moderate

When you make decision to buy an

rutomobile, you will only select a
Buropean automobile.

2.94 1.10 Moderate

Your purchase intention to buy
European automobile is very high

3.03 1.14 Moderate

You always encourage the close
[iiend to buy a European automobile

3.01 r.08 Moderate

You are satisfied with European
rutomobile, and still buy a new
European automobile again in the
future

3.t6 1.05 Moderate

Even a Japanese automobile is
;heaper, you ensure that the quality
rf European automobile is higher

2.54 1.36 Disagree

fotal 3.00 t.t4 Moderate
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Moreover, respondents recognized about European automobile when they

think about an automobile. (x :3.25, S.D. : 1.01)

In contrast, most of respondents disagree in proportional between quality and

price of European automobile.(I:2.54, S.D. : 1.36)

Relationship between Brand Awareness, Social Marketing Media and Brand

Loyalty

The research findings of this part presented the relationship in terms of the

degree of the effect of Brand Awareness and Social Marketing Media on Brand

loyalty The Multiple Regression Analysis was used for analyzing such relationship.

The findings were presented in Table4.5 - 4.9 as follows.

Table 4.5: The relationship between Brand Awareness, Social Media Marketing and
Brand Loyalty: Model Summary

Wodel R R Square Adiusted R Square
Std. Error of the

Estimate

1 .s28'. .27t .26t .6329i

a. Predictors: (Constant), socialmarketingmedia, brandawareness

Table 4.6:ANOVA'

a. Dependent Variable: brandloyalty

b. Predictors : (Constant), socialmarketingmedi4 brandawareness

Wodel

Sum of

Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

23.83t

61.70(

85.53i

I

154

15(

1 1.91(

.401

29.74i .000
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Table 4.7:Coefficientsu

Table 4.8: Independent Variables

Adjusted R-square:. 269, F :29 .7 42, 4P <0.0 5

Table 4.8 showed that Brand Awareness and Social Marketing Media affected

Brand Loyalty (Beta :.394 and.2l2 Sig:.394 and.007) at 0.05levelof statistical

significance. This finding supported the research hypothesis which was proposed that

Brand Awareness and Social Marketing Media affected Brand Loyalty.

Table 4.9: Summary of hypothesis testing

Hypothesis Result

VIodel

Unstandardized

Coefficients

Standardized

Coeffrcients

t Sie.B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

brandawareness

socialmarketingmedia

-.031

.661

.25i

39t

13(

09t

.394

.212

-.07t

5.072

2.732

93',

00(

00;

Dependent Variable: brandloyalty

lndependent Variables b Beta T Sig

Brand Awareness .661 .394 5.072

*

.000

Social Marketing
Media

.257 .2t2 2.733

*

.007

Hypothesis 1:

Brand awareness affects Brand loyalty of
Thai consumer for buying new brand of
European automobile. SuPPorted

Hypothesis 2:
Social marketing media affects Brand
loyalty of Thai consumer for buying new
brand of European automobile. Supported

Table 4.9 showed that both hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 were supported.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIN and DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship in terms of the effect

of the independent variable which was Brand awareness and Social marketing media.

On the dependent variable which was Brand loyalty. As this study was a quantitative

research, the close-ended questionnaire was designed to collect the data. The 157

samples were randomly selected from the customers in Bangkok who having

European automobile.or interest in European automobile. Regarding the purpose of

the study, Multiple Regression Analysis technique was used to analyze the data.

Moreover, percentage ration, frequency, mean, and standard deviation were also

applied to analyze the demographic data, and the samples' altitudes toward the

independent and dependent variables. The research finding of the study was

concluded in this chapter. Moreover, the discussion of research finding, the

recommendation for managerial implication and future research were also included

Conclusion

1. Demographic Data

Most respondents were male, aging between 30 - 40 years, holding bachelor's

degree, income over than 60,000 baht, Moreover, it was found that most of them

spending time on internet or smartphones 5hour-l0hour,uihile occupation was private

business employee

2. Attitudes towards variables

2.1 Thai people moderate with European automobile that they have approach

market by using Brand Awareness

2.2Thaipeople moderate with European automobile that they approach

market by using Social Media Marketing
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2.3 That people moderate with European automobile and people didn't have brand

loyalty with European automobile

3. Hypothesis results

Both Brand awareness and Social marketing media affects Brand loyalty of

Thai consumer for buying new brand of European automobile.

I)iscussion and Recommendations for Managerial Implications

This research showed that both Brand awareness and Social marketing media

affect Brand loyalty of Thai consumer for buying new brand of European automobile.

And as Brand awareness has higher Beta percentage, it mean that Brand awareness

has more influence to Brand loyalty of Thai consumer for buying new brand of

European automobile. So we should give priority on Brand awareness to approach

Thai market to create brand loyalty. But as percentage of Adjust R-square is 0.269, it

mean that not only Brand awareness and Social marketing media affect brand loyalty

of Thai customer for buying new brand of European automobile but it still has many

another component.

From questionnaire result, it found that Thai customer didn't have much brand

loyalty with European automobile. As brand loyalty has very important factorto

increase market share, European automobile companies should concern this matter. ln

same time, it found that Thai customer didn't agree that European automobile brand

approach market with using brand awareress or social media marketing media.

From result of research questionnaire, it found that marketing capacity of

European automobile is very week. Marketing capacrty should be increased by

continuous advertisement, Alternative discount or promotion and satisfactory

recommendation by sale stuff. If they have less advertisernent, it means Thai

customer will have less understand and interest in their product- [n contrast, Japanese

automobile brand have strong advertisement and periodic promotion. From TV

commercial, movie commercial, billbomd and many other ways, we catch a siglrt of

Japanese automobile's advertisement in Thailand. So Thai customer will gain
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information of Japanese automobile automatically and they will understand about

product of Japanese automobile automaticaliy. From this strategic approach, Thai

customer will interest in Japanese automobile more than European automobile and

Thai customer will have brand loyalty in Japanese automobile. So European

automobile companies have to invest in advertisement and should stimulate market to

gain interest of Thai customer more and more. After Thai markets understand product

and information of European automobile, it will be more opportunity for European

brand. As brand loyalty of European automobile is low, each company should stimulate brand

awareness as Hoyer and Brown (1990) mention that "I've heard of the brand, so it must

be good".

Moreover, it found from questionnaire of demographic date analyses that 62.8%o of

Thai people spend their time with internet or smartphone more than 5 hours. This number is

obvious large and it could said that Thai living Iife with internet and smartphone. So internet

advisement such as social marketing media will be useful to create brand loyalty. Priority of

approach will be brand awareness but even in case company have limited investment asset,

each company shouldn't forget to do social marketing media approach. Because it is free

platform and could activate as free cost. As Platon antd Orzan (20i5) mention,

communicated through social media, are developing mainly the brand awareness,

social marketing media is one of brand awareness to develop brand loyalty too, each company

have to use this approach with monitor bad rumors.

For overall managerial implications, European automobile company should combined use

brand awareness and social marketing media activiqy to increase brand loyalty of Thai people

for increase their market share in Thailand as Oliver (1997) defined brand loyalty as "a

deeply held commitment to rebuy or repeftories a preferred product or service

consistently in the future, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having

potential to cause switching behavior".

Recommendations for Future Research

There is remarkable disagreed in questionnaire that "Even a Japanese

automobile is cheaper, you ensure that the quality of European automobile is higher".

This disagree result was interesting result. Normally when product cost is higher,
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people should believe quality is higher too. But form this questionnaire, it found that

Thai people think that some Japanese automobile has better quality even it is cheaper

than Euopean automobile. So it should concern in future research that how to make

Thai customer believe in quality of European automobile has while it has better

quality. Or in contrast, it can make hypothesis that cost performance has very

important factor to gain market share or build brand loyalty in Thailand.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Thank you for your cooperate in
advance.
My name Yoshida and I am studying at Bangkok University MBA class.

As I study about Car business in Thailand, I would like to analyses date.

So please help me for answer about your image of European car at below questions.

IPART 1: Demographic date ]
Instruction: Please choose the answer that is mostly related to you

1)Gender tr Male D Female

@tncome per month (bah$

tr Under
15.000 tr 15,000-30,000 tr 30,000-45,000
tr 45,000-
60,000 Er 45,000-60,000 c Over 60,000

@Education
r Lower than
Bachelor's

tr Bachelor's n Higher than
Bachelor's

@Occupation

n Business
owner

tr Private business
employee tr Student

tr Public
emolovee tr Individual works tr Other

@ag. [ear)
tr Under 20 tr 20-30 tr 30-40
tr 40-50 n 50-60 tr Over 60

@hternet and smartphone
usage per day

n Less than
3hour tr 3hour-5hour tr Shour- l0hour
tr l0hour-
l5hour tr More than 15hour

Brand awareness for European cars )
Please choose the answer that is mostl related to

' Good energy saving feature

' Excellent design body and

accessories

Different extra
feature

' Diversity of product items
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' Innovation system design

' Diversity of site selection

[Panf 3: Social media marketingl
Instruction: Please choose the answer that is mostl

' Hiph sneed of renair service

' Warm welcome with high attention
to customer

' Hieh willinsness to service customer

' Continuous advertisement

' Alternative discouurt or promotion

' Satisfactory recommendation by sale

stuff

' Good reputation of product/service

' Tangibility of product/service quali

' Good performance of
t/service quali

' Very popularity of brand name

Easy to remember the brand name

' First thinking of European car's

brand when selecting to buy a new
caT

Strongly
agree

5

l.Using social media make you
understand about the reputation of

2.Using social media make you trust in
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3.The message about European car via
social media is credible

4.The message about European car via
social media has information value

5.The message about European car via
social media is very attractive

6.The message about European car via
social media is often transmitted to the

tarset audience

7.You always trust in social media
communication about the

advertisement of European car

lpenf 4: Brand loyalty in European car I
Instruction: Please choose the answer that is mostl related to

Sffongly
disagree

1

l.You always prefer buying European
car

2.When you think about a car, you will

3When you make decision to buy a
car, you will only select a European

car-

4.Your purchase intention to buy

5.You always encourage the close

6.You are satisfied with European car,
and still buy a new European car again

in the future
7.Even a Japanese car is cheaper, you
ensure that the quality of European car

{<**End of question, thank you very much for your cooperation ***
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BIODATA

My name is Akihiro Yoshida.

I was born in 1986 in Bangkok. As my mother is Thai and my Father is

Japanese, I grew up as bilingual. At the house I usually speak Thai language but after

I enter Japanese kindergarten, I was good at Japanese more than Thai language. There

is Japanese school in Thailand so I was studied at Thai-Japanese Association School

from 6 years old until graduate junior high school. At that time, there is no Japanese

high school in Thai and I.couldn't read or write Thai language, not well at English, I

have to move from parents and go to Japan alone for study high school.

Senri Intemational School is Intemational high school in Osaka. I was

spending dormitory student life in Japan. After I graduate high school, I wanted to

brush up my English so I came back to Thailand and enter Bangkok Universiff. I

choose Communication-Art department as my academic because I thought marketing
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